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Abstract

Every institution is faced with the challenge of setting up
a system that can enable backup of large amounts of critical
administrative data. This data should be rapidly retrievedin
the event of a disaster. For serving the above Disaster Re-
covery (DR) purpose, institutions have to invest significantly
and address a number of software, storage and networking
issues. Although, a great deal of attention is paid towards
software and storage issues, networking issues are gener-
ally overlooked in DR planning. In this paper, we present
a DR pilot study that considered different networking issues
that need to be addressed and managed during DR plan-
ning. The study also involved performing a series of net-
work measurements for large-scale data transfers on a DR
pilot network testbed involving OSC’s mass storage site and
Ohio’s academic institution DR-client sites. The measure-
ment results demonstrate that adequate network tuning and
on-going monitoring are critical for DR data backup and re-
trieval operations to be achieved in an efficient and timely
manner.

1 Introduction

The need for Disaster Recovery (DR) planning primarily
arises from every major institution’s IT strategy and account-
ing regulations. They require off-site data backups that will
allow data recovery in the event of a disaster. Although, the
nature of data (e.g. data, images) differs between institutions,
most institutions deal with backups that involve transferring
increasingly large amounts of data to one or more off-site
backup facilities. For this, institutions or DR-client sites in-
vest in local storage, backup software, and in mechanisms for
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frequently moving a copy of their local data to tape-drives at
off-site sites. With the increased access to high-speed net-
works, most copy mechanisms rely on IP networks (versus
postal service) as a medium to transport the backup data be-
tween the institutions and off-site backup facilities.

Today’s IP networks, which are designed to provide
only “best-effort” service to network-based applications, fre-
quently experience performance bottlenecks. The perfor-
mance bottlenecks can be due to issues such as lack of ad-
equate end-to-end bandwidth provisioning, intermediate net-
work links congestion or device mis-configurations such as
duplex mismatches [1] and outdated NIC drivers at DR-client
sites. These bottlenecks in network paths severely impact
data backup performance of all the backup jobs in the system
i.e., they slow-down a few backup jobs involving problematic
network paths, which in turn could hold-up speedy comple-
tion of several other backup jobs that traverse problem-free
network paths. Also, having numerous slow backup jobs can
cause long backup queues, which are highly undesirable in
DR systems that have strict system resource constraints.

The performance bottlenecks also cause intermittent net-
work disconnections in backup applications. As a result,
most backup applications require multiple connection at-
tempts to complete backup jobs. Arsenal Digital, a company
that provides off-site backup facilities estimated that 94.5%
of their successful backup jobs required up to three connec-
tion attempts [2]. Further, over 60% of unsuccessful backup
jobs were attributed to be caused due to network bottle-
necks. Symatec, a company that developed the widely-used
Netbackup application estimated that 25-35% of staff time
is spent resolving network performance issues [3] to trou-
bleshoot causes of failed backup jobs involving their backup
application.

In spite of the above gravity of networking issues in the
context of DR operations, most DR planning activities do not
spend sufficient time in resolving networking issues. They
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primarily focus on DR software applications and storage is-
sues and further assume: (a) sufficient bandwidth is available
and (b) all network paths are trouble-free, between the DR-
client sites and the off-site backup facilities. In reality, every
network path between DR-client sites and off-site backup
facilities needs to be pre-assessed using extensive network
testing. The network testing could involve tuning network
paths to deal with different network path characteristics influ-
enced by heterogeneous routing policies and network health
dynamics. Network tuning can be performed using a vari-
ety of techniques such as using parallel TCP streams [4] and
choosing optimal TCP send-and-receive window sizes [5].

The above pre-assessment benchmarks of optimal large-
scale data transfers on network paths between DR-client sites
and the off-site backup facilities need to be verified using on-
going network monitoring. The on-going monitoring needs
to provide periodic assessments to ensure no apparent net-
work bottlenecks arise that could potentially degrade the
benchmark values significantly. For on-going monitoring,
there are several active and passive measurement techniques
[8] that can be leveraged. These techniques can provide con-
tinuous updates on the network path status in terms of delay,
loss and bottleneck bandwidth.

Based on above discussion, we can realize that it is imper-
ative to understand which of the network tuning and on-going
monitoring techniques are relevant in routine DR operations.
The motivation for our network tuning and monitoring study
presented in this paper comes from a DR project involving
OSC’s mass storage site and Ohio’s academic institutions
with DR needs: Wright State University, Cleveland State
University and Miami University. As part of this project,
we developed automated measurement scripts that use an it-
erative approach to test different combinations of network
tuning parameters on any given network path. In this paper,
we present the large-scale data transfer throughput measure-
ments obtained using our automated measurement scripts on
a DR pilot testbed. The analysis of measurements addresses
the following important questions in the context of network
tuning in DR operations:

1. What is the optimum data throughput obtainable us-
ing popular data transfer applications such as FTP [13],
SCP [14] and BBFTP [9]?

2. What are the improvements in data throughput mea-
surements if specialized TCP stacks such as Reno [10],
FAST [11] and BIC [12] are used?

3. How many parallel TCP streams are required to attain
optimum data throughput?

4. What are the effects of different TCP window sizes and
application buffer sizes on the data throughput?

5. What is the impact of file sizes on data throughput?

The remainder of the paper is as follows: Section 2
presents a background on DR networking issues along with
related work on network tuning. Section 3 presents our
DR pilot testbed and the network measurement methodology
used to measure large-scale data throughput on the testbed
network paths. Section 4 discusses the throughput measure-
ment results obtained from the pilot testbed for several test
cases. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background and Related Work

Generally, DR data backups are performed over network
paths to off-site backup facilities for initially transferring the
entire DR-client site’s historical data. This is followed by
daily (or sometimes weekly) incremental backups of recent
changes in DR datasets. The DR data requirements of some
DR-client sites could involve large-scale data transfers every
few hours for real-time data mirroring of critical datasets. An
example of real-time data mirroring can be see in Financial
Bank sites. Check images of several thousands of customers,
each of size 20-40 KB, would need to mirrored in real-time
every few hours. In addition to the offline and online DR
data backups explained above, large-scale data transfers oc-
cur when recovering DR datasets with “as minimum recov-
ery times as possible” in the event of a disaster. Hence, DR
operations deal with large-scale data transfers both in a rou-
tine and critical manner.

To deal with such large-scale data transfers on today’s
high-performance networks, there have been a variety of net-
work tuning (also called “TCP tuning”) techniques that have
been proposed. Several of these techniques have also been
proven to be effective in improving the efficiency of large-
scale data transfers over high-performance networks [15]
[16] [17]. These tuning techniques basically involve tuning
system parameters, which span different Internet layers as
shown in Figure 1.

At the physical layer, adequate end-to-end network band-
width can be provisioned to meet specific large-scale data
transfer requirements. At the Local Area Network (LAN)
level, there have been proposals to use “Jumbo Frames”
[6] [7], which increase the Ethernet Maximum Transmission
Unit (MTU) to 9 Kbytes instead of 1500 bytes. Prior work
[18] suggested that jumbo packets could more than double
the throughput of large-scale data transfers on today’s net-
works compared to using the standard 1500 bytes packets.
At the Internet protocol layer, several QoS mechanisms such
as Diffserv and IP precedence levels are popular options to
prioritize DR traffic flows. In addition, there are DR oper-
ations that rely on individual institution-specific Virtual Pri-
vate Networks (VPNs) for data security and network band-
width virtualization purposes.

Since tuning parameters that involve any of the above
Internet layers requires end-to-end adherence to bandwidth
provisioning, MTU sizes and routing policies, it is challeng-



ing and time consuming in routine DR operations to rely on
above tuning techniques. The most effective and commonly
used tuning techniques can be seen at the application layer.
At the application layer, tuning can be performed by using
specialized TCP stacks such as FAST and BIC versus us-
ing the default Reno TCP. Another popular tuning option in-
volves using parallel TCP streams at the application layer
to improve the throughput of large-scale data transfers [4].
Other tuning options at the application layer involve choos-
ing optimal TCP send-and-receive window sizes and appli-
cation buffer sizes [5].

Figure 1. Tunable parameters at different Inter-
net layers

Once a network path has been tuned, it becomes essen-
tial in DR operations to monitor whether there arise any
performance bottlenecks in the network paths between the
DR-client and offsite backup site, that degrade the overall
throughput performance. For this purpose, several band-
width estimation tools such as Iperf [23], Pathchar [25],
Pathload [26] and Pathrate [26] have been found to be use-
ful. A few of these tools also provide delay, loss and per-
hop bandwidth utilization measurements, which are helpful
in identifying performance bottlenecks. Studies in [22] have
showed that large-scale data transfer throughputs using pop-
ular file transfer applications actually match reasonably well
with throughput measurements obtained using bandwidth es-
timation tools such as Iperf.

3 DR Pilot Testbed

The network tuning and monitoring study presented in
this paper is part of a DR project funded by the Ohio Board
of Regents. The primarily goals of the DR project are: (i) To
implement a DR service which securely copies and retrieves
backup files from OSC’s mass storage site for Ohio’s aca-
demic institutions with DR needs: Wright State University,
Cleveland State University and Miami University. (ii) To ex-
tend the DR service to support large-scale DR data trans-
fers over the Third Frontier Network (TFN)1 and thus allow
efficient and timely completion of real-time data mirroring,

1The Third Frontier Network (TFN) is OSC’s dedicated high-speed fiber-
optic network backbone spanning over 1,600 miles of fiber linking Ohio col-
leges, universities, K-12 schools and other academic communities together
to promote research and economic development.

daily incremental backups and data retrieval in the event ofa
disaster.

3.1 Testbed Setup

As part of the DR project, a pilot testbed was setup be-
tween each of the individual DR-client sites and OSC’s mass
storage site as shown in Figure 2. The pilot testbed had three
main goals:

• (Goal-1) Evaluate DR data backup software products
such as Veritas Netbackup and IBM Tivoli for handling
DR-client data files

• (Goal-2) Evaluate storage solutions such as SUN So-
laris Containers [24] for secure storage virtualization
and the ZFS file system [21] to allow storage pools to
grow dynamically without the necessity of creating file
system structures (i.e. formatting a new disk) and mount
points

• (Goal-3) Evaluate network tuning and monitoring tech-
niques on the DR testbed paths.

Figure 2. DR Pilot Testbed

Towards fulfilling Goal-3 in the DR pilot testbed shown in
Figure 2, the network path between Wright State University
and OSC’s mass storage site was of specific interest. This
was mainly because of the scale of DR data transfer require-
ments of Wright State University, which demanded an offline
large-scale file transfer of over 2TB with daily incremental
backups on the order of several hundreds of MB. Further,
there was a possibility of real-time data mirroring require-
ment which would involve over 100 MB of data for every
2-5 hrs pertaining to a medical imaging application. For con-
ducting the network tuning and monitoring study on the net-
work path between Wright State University and OSC’s mass
storage site, two test servers:nts-wsuandnts-osc(shown in
Figure 2), were deployed at these two sites.

The test servers’ hardware configuration included a Dual-
Core Intel Xeon Processor (2.4 GHz) with 1GB memory and
two 1 GigE cards, both on a 64bit/66MHz PCI bus. The op-
erating system installed on the test servers was Debian Linux



with 2.6 kernel instrumented with Web 100 [5]. The test
servers were also equipped with kernel modules correspond-
ing to the specialized TCP stacks such as Reno (installed by
default), FAST and BIC. In addition, the test servers had sev-
eral file transfer applications such as FTP (installed by de-
fault), SCP and BBFTP. The network path between thents-
wsuandnts-osctest servers had approximately 32ms round-
trip delay (RTT) and was rate-limited to 45Mbps bandwidth
end-to-end.

3.2 Design and Execution of Test Cases

Amongst the several network tuning techniques discussed
in Section 2, the test cases employed on the DR pilot testbed
focused primarily on application-layer network tuning tech-
niques involving: (a) Specialized TCP stacks: Reno, FAST
and BIC, (b) Parallel TCP streams, and (c) TCP window size
and application buffer size configurations. These network
tuning techniques were applied and evaluated for large-scale
data throughput measurements obtained using popular file
transfer applications such as FTP, SCP and BBFTP, which
were made to transfer different file sizes as part of the test
cases.

Figure 3 shows the hierarchy used in the different test case
combinations. The test cases were automated for obtaining
data throughput measurements for different system tuning
parameters using a number of Perl scripts and a testscon-
fig file. Theconfigfile contained information required by the
Perl scripts to iterate through a pre-determined sequence of
test cases as shown in Figure 3. The relatively higher-level
parameters in the hierarchy formed the outer-loops and the
relatively lower-level parameters in the hierarchy formedthe
inner-loops. The Perl scripts acted as wrappers that inter-
faced with the multiple TCP stacks, file transfer applications
and the TCP window and application buffers in the test case
iterations. The Perl wrapper scripts had an additional func-
tionality, which centrally collected the throughput measure-
ments data into a MySql database installed on thents-osctest
server.

For creating the different file sizes for the test cases,
we used thedd utility in Linux to create different size
swapfiles. For example, the command-dd if=/dev/zero

of=swapfile.1 bs=1024 count=1024 created a
1024*1024 bytes swapfile. For the TCP tuning test cases,
two TCP window size settings were used. The first set-
ting was the default TCP window size (64 Kbytes or 65535
bytes). The second setting was determined based on accurate
calculation of the bandwidth-delay product on the network
path betweennts-wsuand nts-osctest servers. Given that
the end-to-end bandwidth of the network path was 45 Mbps
and the round-trip delay (RTT) between the two test servers
was 32ms, the optimum TCP window size was set to 184320
bytes given by Equation (1).

TCP WIN SIZE = Bandwidth * RTT

= (45 Mbps/8)* (32ms/1000)

= 184320 bytes (1)

In our earlier experiments with the Linux 2.4 kernel, we
had to manually configure the TCP stack using the GRUB
boot loader. However, for dynamically changing the TCP
stack in the automated scripts for Linux 2.6, we used the
sysctlapplication as suggested in [5]. We also followed the
key guidelines provided in [5] for configuring the TCP stacks
with the appropriate TCP window sizes. For example, [5]
suggests that it is necessary to change both the send and
receive TCP window size buffers; changing only the send
buffer will have no effect because TCP negotiates the buffer
size to be the smaller of the two.

4 Results and Discussion

In this Section, we present the throughput measurements
obtained between thents-wsuandnts-osctest servers on the
DR pilot testbed shown in Figure 2. We focused only on
unidirectional data transfers withnts-wsuas the source and
nts-oscas the destination. This is because- although, TCP
is inherently a full duplex protocol, the protocol dynamics
are the same when tested from either directions [15] [19].
The throughput measurements presented in this Section cor-
respond to the results of the various test cases executed by
the Perl wrapper scripts as described in Section 3.2. The
throughput values reported by the Perl wrapper scripts were
determined as shown in Equation (2) -

Throughput in Mbytes/s=
Swapfile Size

Swapfile Transfer Time
(2)

4.1 Effects of TCP Stack Selection

Figure 4 shows the throughput measurements obtained for
test case iterations where Reno, FAST and BIC TCP stacks
were selected. In these test case iterations, the TCP window
size was set to 65535 bytes, the application buffer size was
set to 2048 bytes, and the file size for the large-scale data
transfer was the 2GB swapfile. We can observe from Fig-
ure 4 that Fast TCP stack always outperforms the BIC TCP
and Reno TCP stacks. As expected, the BIC TCP performs
better than the Reno TCP, which is used by default in Linux
distributions. Further, in cases corresponding to the BBFTP
tests with one or two parallel streams, BIC TCP performance
is almost comparable to the FAST TCP performance. Since
BIC TCP is known to more quickly recover from packet loss
on high-speed networks than FAST TCP, we concluded that
using either FAST or BIC TCP would be pertinent for routine
DR operations.



Figure 3. Test cases for automated assessment of optimum tun ing parameters

Figure 4. Throughput measurements of Reno, FAST and BIC TCP s tacks

Figure 5. Throughput measurements using parallel TCP strea ms



4.2 Effects of Parallel TCP Streams

Figure 5 shows the throughput measurements obtained us-
ing different numbers of parallel TCP streams for test case it-
erations involving Reno, FAST and BIC TCP stacks. In these
test case iterations, the TCP window size was set to 65535
bytes, the application buffer size was set to 1024 bytes, and
the file size for the large-scale data transfer was the 2GB
swapfile. We can observe from Figure 5 that the throughput
increases with the increase in the number of parallel streams.
However, the amount of increase is not as significant (< 50%
improvement) for more than 8 parallel streams, as much it is
for less than 5 parallel streams. The throughput levels for 10
parallel streams reached as high as almost 1.3 Mbytes/s (or
approximately 10.5 Mbps) before the increase in throughput
was insignificant with the increase in the number of parallel
streams. We noted this throughput value as the “optimum
large-scale data throughput” for the test path betweennts-
wsuandnts-osc. We intend to use a similar methodology in
future to benchmark the optimum large-scale data through-
put values for each of the DR-client sites. These values will
be used as part of the on-going monitoring to detect potential
performance bottlenecks that could limit the optimum large-
scale data throughput on a routine basis.

Although we could have increased the number of paral-
lel streams to very large values such as 40 or more parallel
streams to attain throughputs comparable to the end-to-end
bandwidth of 45 Mbps, we refrained from doing so. The rea-
son being that the DR pilot testbed path betweennts-wsuand
nts-oscwas part of a production network carrying other ap-
plication traffic as well. Hence, to avoid disrupting this pro-
duction network path, we restricted our number of parallel
streams using a trial-and-error method till the point we were
able to note the optimum large-scale data throughput value.
We remark that dynamically determining the optimum num-
ber of parallel streams for any given network path is still an
open research problem.

4.3 Effects of TCP Window and Application Buffer
Sizes

Figures 6 - 8 show the throughput measurements ob-
tained using different TCP window and application buffer
sizes for test case iterations involving Reno, FAST and BIC
TCP stacks, respectively. In these test case iterations, both
the default TCP window size (65535 bytes) and the band-
width*RTT TCP window size (184320 bytes) settings were
used. The file size used for the large-scale data transfers was
the 2GB swapfile. We refer to the former as the “test case
setting without TCP tuning” and the latter as the “test case
setting with TCP tuning”.

We can observe in Figures 6 - 8 that the increase in appli-
cation buffer size has no significant impact on the throughput
measurements. The throughput measurements from BBFTP

Figure 6. Throughput measurements of Reno
TCP for different settings of TCP window size
and application buffer size

Figure 7. Throughput measurements of FAST
TCP for different settings of TCP window size
and application buffer size

Figure 8. Throughput measurements of BIC
TCP for different settings of TCP window size
and application buffer size



Figure 9. Throughput measurements of Fast TCP for different file sizes

test cases are almost identical but with minor variations for
any of the particular application buffer sizes, both with and
without TCP tuning. This can be explained as due to the
magnitude of the bandwidth*RTT product value between
nts-wsuandnts-osc. As described in [5] [7] [15], the band-
width*RTT product needs to be in the order of several MB
(in our case it was 180 Kbytes) to produce significant im-
provements in the throughput measurements. Hence, we
concluded that tuning TCP window and application buffer
sizes was not a matter of serious consideration for our rou-
tine DR operations.

Interestingly, the throughput measurements from FTP and
SCP test cases showed absolutely no variation with the
changes in application buffer size, both with and without
TCP tuning. This observation can be attributed to the fact
that both SCP and FTP use OpenSSL [14], which uses stat-
ically defined internal flow control buffers i.e., it uses its
own buffering/windowing mechanisms, which are indepen-
dent from the TCP flow control buffers. These mechanisms
have been known to greatly reduce TCP performance, espe-
cially on long-delay, high bandwidth network links [5].

4.4 Effects of File Sizes

Figure 9 shows the throughput measurements while trans-
ferring different file sizes (i.e. the 0.5 GB, 1 GB and 2GB
swapfiles) using different file transfer applications for test
case iterations involving the FAST TCP stack. In these test
case iterations, the TCP window size was set to 65535 bytes
and the application buffer size was set to 2048 bytes. These
test cases were executed on a week-day and during regular
business hours of the Wright State University. We can note
from Figure 9 that the throughput measurement results are
identical for any of the file sizes. Similar results were ob-
tained for test cases involving Reno and BIC TCP stacks.

Above observation can be attributed to the fact that there
was no competing application traffic along the network path
during all the data transfers. Even the optimum large-scale
data throughput values (approximately 10.5 Mbps) were not
affected, indicating that our tests were not disrupting thepro-
duction network path. Thus, we realized that adequate net-
work bandwidth provisioning was critical for the DR opera-
tions in order to not affect other application traffic. Further,
the amount of bandwidth provisioning would have to meet
the worst-case DR data backup and retrieval requirements,
which in turn are influenced by the file sizes of daily incre-
mental backups, data retrieval times in the event of a disas-
ter and the scale of real-time data mirroring requirements of
each DR-client site.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a DR pilot study that ad-
dressed different network tuning and monitoring issues in-
volving OSC’s mass storage site and Ohio’s academic insti-
tution sites. In particular, we described the testing method-
ology that was used to perform large-scale data transfer
throughput measurements using popular file transfer appli-
cations such as FTP, SCP and BBFTP on a test path between
Wright State University and OSC’s mass storage site. The
test cases used an iterative approach that produced through-
put measurements for popular TCP tuning techniques such as
using specialized TCP stacks: Reno, FAST and BIC, parallel
TCP streams, and different TCP window size and application
buffer size configurations.

The analysis of the measurements demonstrated that
large-scale data transfer throughput can be significantly in-
creased using appropriate network tuning techniques. How-
ever, aggressively pushing the transfer limits could disrupt
other application traffic. Hence, appropriate end-to-end



bandwidth between the DR-client sites and the remote DR
backup site needs to be provisioned based on the file sizes of
daily incremental backups, data retrieval times in the event of
a disaster and based on the scale of real-time data mirroring.
We also observed that increase in throughput was not propor-
tional to the increase in the number of parallel TCP streams.
Increasing up to an optimum number of parallel streams by
trial-and-error allows us to benchmark the optimum large-
scale data throughput for any given DR-client site.

Another notable result from the testing was that the band-
width*RTT product values between the DR client sites and
OSC’s mass storage site were not large enough. As a result,
TCP tuning with different TCP window size and application
buffer size configurations was proven to be irrelevant for im-
proving the throughput measurements for routine DR oper-
ations. Finally, we found that using different file sizes did
not influence throughput measurements with any of the TCP
tuning techniques, provided there was adequate end-to-end
network bandwidth provisioning between the DR-client site
and OSC’s mass storage site.

As future work, we plan to deploy network measurement
servers at each of the DR-client sites. The measurement
servers will be equipped with OSC’s ActiveMon [20] soft-
ware. The ActiveMon software supports on-going and on-
demand measurements using various bandwidth estimation
tools such as Iperf, Pathchar, Pathload and Pathrate. We plan
to use the analysis and visualization features of ActiveMon
to routinely and pro-actively check for network performance
bottlenecks that hinder efficient and timely completion of DR
data backup and retrieval jobs at the DR-client sites.
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